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Course Goals and Objectives:

This is an introductory course in transportation geography and methods of transport analysis. During this course the student will become acquainted with the field of transport geography as it currently exists. There will also be some attention given to transport network development, the economics of transport, transport trends, urban transport planning, and the methods of transport analysis. The methods that we will examine here are primarily quantitative, but the level of mathematical sophistication does not get beyond basic algebra.

Textbook:


Course Grading:

Your course grade for G302/G502 will be based on a midterm (30%) and final exam (30%). These will be multiple choice exams. In addition, 30% of the course grade will be based on a paper. The nature of this paper will be determined after the first class has met. The remaining 10% will be based on attendance, class participation and exercises. Final grades will be based on the following scale: 93-100% = A; 90-92 = A-; 87-89 = B+; 83-86% = B; 80-82% = B-; 77-79% = C+; 73-76 = C; 70-72% = C-; 67-69 = D+; 63-66% = D; 60-62% = D-; and, 00-59% = F.

Attendance:

Class attendance is required and as noted above contributes to your final course percentage.

COURSE OUTLINE AND READINGS:

Among the readings below are some references marked as "Classic works." Students majoring in transport should be familiar with the existence and content of these items. They are not reading assignments.

Aug 31 Introduction to Transportation Geography


Sept 2 Historical Development of Transport


Sept 7 Systems and Trends


Sept 9 Network Analysis I


Classic work: W.L. Garrison and D.F. Marble (1965), A Prolegomenon to the Forecasting of Transportation Developments, Research Report, The Transportation Center at Northwestern University, Evanston, IL.


Sep 14 Network Analysis II


Sep 16 Location of Transport Networks and Links


Sep 21 Flow Analysis I


Sep 23 Flow Analysis II